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Intro

CoonVi Token strives to be passionate stewards of the crypto
space.

Through philanthropy, P2E gaming and NFT tecHnology we’ll 

highlight oceanic awareness and fuel innovation.

Ultimately, our mission is to cultivate a fun, transparent and

prosperous platform inspiring both current and future 

generations of investors.
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LEGALITIES
We, at CoonVi Token, would like to thank you for taking the time

to research Our project and would like to inform Our readers that 

this white paper is not to be taken as an attempt to

influence any of its readers to invest in any cryptocurrencies, 

including $Coon itself. We produced this white paper in order to 

provide you with information about this project only.

Any possible investments in cryptocurrencies should be 

considered risky due to the immense volatility traditionally seen in 

most cryptocurrencies. Should you choose to invest in $Coon, you 

agree to accept full responsibility for your own investment, 

acknowledging that crypto is highly volatile and that price action 

cannot be determined by the team. You also agree that the

team is not in any way responsible for your own investment

By perusing this white paper, you acknowledge and accept all of the above.
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ROADMAP

PHASE 1 PHASE 2
• Research & DEV
• Launch Website
• Smart Contract
• Develop NFTS
• P2E Game DEV
• Crypto Education
• Form Company
• KYC
• Inter-Fi Audit
• Liquidity fool
• Launch Token

• Launch Dapp
• Staking Platform
• NFT Sale
• LaunchYoga
• Launch Sound Bath
• CMC/CGListing
• Expand P2E DEV
• CEXListings
• Certik Audit
• Influencers
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ROADMAP

PHASE 3 PHASE 4

• Marketing
• Game Release
• Android Game
• IOS Game
• Partnerships
• More CEX Listings
• Develop Caliverse

• LandSaleforCaliverse
• Marketing
• Launch Caliverse
• More Partnerships
• RecruitMajorBrands
• COONVI CEX
• COONVI Pad
• Top 1OO CMC
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Ecosystem

CoonVi aims to create a full-fledged ecosystem of various on-chain
an d off-chain components.

It incorporates many different features around A.

P2E games and native tokens $Coon. acting as a utility token 
In an impressive collection of digital art,
We propose different types of staking, governance, and web apps.

More planned, we aim to create vibrant, long-lasting products. 

Regarding the game, we plan to use "play-first."

Fun is central to the experience, and encryption will, on the contrary, 
be used as a competitive tool to further engage the player.

From making money to "top priority" where the main attraction comes 
from making it.
By doing things this way, we will create a dedicated player base. 
Users who love and care about the game have a say in its future 
development.
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TOTAL 25,000,000,000 100%

TEAM 3,750,000,000 15%

Advisor 3,750,000,000 15%

Ecosystem 5,000,000,000 20%

Development 
Fund 3,750,000,000 15%

Foundation 2,500,000,000 10%

Partnership 3,750,000,000 15%

Marketing 2,500,000,000 10%

Tokenomics
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Tokenomics
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NFTS

$Coon, Our Utility Token
Enjoy some of the best utility “CoonVi” has to offer with our
multiple upcoming games, staking,

governance and a large array of partnered platforms.
Mint other projects at a discount, buy

raffle tickets or even use them to buy and sell NFTs on marketplaces. 

A Total of 7,000 Card

In April 2022, 7,000 procedurally generated collections were 
released without a whitelist system.

From May 2022 to November 22, about 5,000 people followed. 
Each of the four collections represented a season.

Launched without the originally promised utility, 
we are trying to deliver a roadmap.

I have been trying for years and will continue to do so.
We’re trying to be a very important pillar of the CoonVi ecosystem.

NFTS
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P2E Surfing Game Coming Soon
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Staking and P2E

$Coon stake will be introduced in the near future.

Village Web App, which can provide revenue to your company

$Coon token is available

The components of governance through voting for the community 
Decisions using tokens. During the game, various activities will allow 
you to earn money.

Use $CoonVi token. Some examples of these activities include::
Purchase and launch of CoonVi card
packs participation in a tournament
Play in PvP or Adventure Mode 
Strengthening your cards.


